COMPOSITE FENCING
Transform gardens with stylish,
low-maintenance composite fencing
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BEFORE COMPOSITE FENCING

TRANSFORM YOUR CUSTOMERS’ GARDENS
COMPOSITE FENCING IS QUICK AND EASY
The unique finish of composite fencing will add beauty and complement a gardens’ natural
surroundings. These incredibly light fencing panels are incredibly strong, making general
handling and transportation easy.
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20-year guarantee
All composite fencing products come with a 20-year manufacturing guarantee against rotting. Variations in colour, shade
or pigment are NOT covered under our guarantee. These variations in no way affect the longevity of the product. (For
further information on the product guarantee, please review the full composite fencing terms and conditions). For more
information, call 0800 988 3047 or visit eurocell.co.uk/fencing
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BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

20
20-year guarantee –
All composite fencing products
come with a 20-year manufacturing guarantee
against rotting.

Tough and hard-wearing –
Much greater tensile strength
than concrete posts.

Saves time and money – Composite fencing will
work out much cheaper over time compared to
timber panels, which will need to be maintained.

Looks and feels like wood –
The fencing’s unique finish will
add beauty and complement
gardens for years to come.

Maintenance-free – No more painting
and regular maintenance to keep
fences looking like new.

UK manufactured – All composite fencing
products are manufactured
in our UK factories.

Guarantee terms and conditions
The Company or seller offer a 20-year manufacturing guarantee against rotting. In the event of proven manufacturing defect, the Company
or seller’s total liability shall under no circumstances exceed the price of the defective item. The company or seller shall not in any way be
responsible for additional, consequential costs or losses. The company or seller accepts no responsibility for defects to products caused by
incorrect fitting, misuse or abuse. This guarantee does not cover any changes to the colour of the product due to natural weathering, shade
or colour variations, storm damage or acts of God.
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SIMPLY
STACK
TO THE
REQUIRED
HEIGHT

CREATE MAINTENANCE-FREE FENCING
TRADE TIP
Can be cut with a handsaw

Use with timber panels

Because composite fencing is so easy to cut, gravel

Composite fencing posts and gravel

boards can be easily trimmed to suit popular European

boards can also be used in conjunction

fence panels which are 1.8m wide. Wood-Grain will also

with wooden panels.

accept screws to secure the fence into position.

Easy to cut

Lightweight

Accepts screws
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Composite fencing has strength

Replace rotten old panels

In independent testing, Wood-Grain proved that it has a much
greater tensile strength than concrete posts, as the combined
weight of 56 stones demonstrates! It will even flex in strong
winds.

Simply remove the old panels from the concrete posts and then
slot the composite fencing gravel boards in place. In an instant
you have a maintenance free fence which not only looks good but
is easy to install and never needs treating.

Incredibly light

Looks and feels like wood

At around 5 kgs, composite fencing is a pleasure to work with.
It is incredibly light and strong, making general handling and
transportation easy. The health and safety risks ever present with
concrete fence posts are eliminated.

Composite fencing’s unique finish will add beauty and
complement the garden for years to come. Unlike concrete,
Wood-Grain’s dual face means you can also share the cost
with neighbours.
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COMPARE THE COSTS
SAVE MONEY
Old timber panels

£674.86*

10-year maintenance cost for 10 No 6’x6’ timber panels

Composite fencing will work out much cheaper over time compared to timber panels, which would need to be maintained every
couple of years. Compare the facts!

New composite fencing

£0.00

10-year maintenance cost for 10 No 6’x6’ composite panels

Note: Although composite fencing does not require any maintenance to preserve the life span of the
fence, it will weather over time and blend into the surrounding area as a timber fence does.

* Figures based on a timber panel which would need treating a minimum of four times over a 10-year period, using 14 tins
of preserver @ £22.49 each, 50 hours of your customers’ time at minimum wage of £7.20 (From 01/04/16).
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MAINTENANCE-FREE FENCING
FINISH AND ACCESSORIES
Matte finish
Posts**

Composite Fencing

1.8m

1.828m

2.4m

2.438m

2.7m

Natural
†

Walnut Graphite

Includes Steel Insert

Fence panels available at a height of 300mm.

Simply stack the boards to
the height required.

Decorative Caps
Flat Cap
Acorn Cap
Globe Cap

3-Way Utility Strip
Corner/End
Attachment 2.1m
Note: Acorn & Globe, require a Flat Cap also to sit on.

Anti theft clip
Protect the fencing
against theft.

Shaped Tops
1.828m
2.438m

Add a shaped top for
a premium look.

Supaspike and Bolt Down

Eco Gate

The Supaspike is incredibly easy to install,
just drive it into the ground and place the
post over the top of the spike. For solid
surfaces such as driveways and pavements,
use the Supaspike Bolt Down.

Available in all colours

Made to
measure

** Eco posts are designed to flex and from our experience over the years, we would advise that for fences over 6ft tall a cement grout is poured down the inside of the
posts to reduce excess flex. When fitting a gate, a timber post will need to be fixed to the eco posts to provide a square edge for the hinges and catch.
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For more information about composite
fencing, call our customer services team
on 0800 988 3047, or visit eurocell.
co.uk/fencing
Eurocell plc, Fairbrook House, Clover Nook Road,
Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 4RF

eurocell.co.uk
FENCINGGUIDE/DEC15

